
 
 

 

        
 
 

 
 

Green’s Contractor – Bundoora RSL Bowling Centre 
 

Bundoora RSL bowling centre is seeking quotations for the maintenance of its greens, ditches, 
surrounds and equipment with the intention of awarding a period contract.   

 
This position has become available following the resignation of our greenkeeper. 
 
Introduction 
The Bundoora RSL Bowling Centre is located in Melbourne north eastern suburbs.  Bundoora RSL 
has two tifdwarf grass greens and sand filled synthetic green. 
 
We’re a proud club that has a team in Melbourne’s Premier Division, Division 1, and three other 
teams in Saturday pennant and four teams in the Mid-Week pennant competition. 
 
Scope of works 
We are looking for a Green Keeper (contract) to be able to provide the following services: 
 

1. To professionally maintain two grass greens and one synthetic green to the highest possible 
standards for all days when play is required and ensure that at least one Bowling Green is available 
always, with a minimum pace of 14 seconds. 
 

2. To carry out necessary works on greens and renovate, when necessary, e.g. fertilizing, scarifying, 
levelling, top dressing, coring.  
 

3. Prepare, maintain and provide to Greens Director a schedule of applied fertilizer, chemicals and 
application of water to greens on a monthly basis. 
 

4. To be responsible for the application of all spray, fertilisers, and other chemicals and for the 
ordering and storage of supplies of same. Any amount above two hundred dollars ($200) that is 
essential for the previous stated shall be allowed subject to notifying the Greens Director, General 
Manager of Watsonia RSL or a member from the greens subcommittee.  
 

5. To ensure risks/hazards are managed and maximum tactile dexterity is maintained by not using a 
mobile phone or other electrical distraction device when operating equipment e.g. mowers, rollers 
etc. If used any liability for damages to be at the contractor’s cost.  
 

6. To meet with the Green’s Director and Green’s subcommittee members as scheduled by the 
Greens Director to discuss and plan works programmes and developments. 
 

7. Undertake works associated with the operations of Greens and surrounds as directed by Greens 
Director or General Manager, Watsonia RSL. 
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8. To set up rinks/greens as required for bowling practice, pennant, tournaments and social bowls and 
notify members of available rinks using the whiteboard. 
 

9. To be responsible to the Greens Director regarding everyday matters but ultimately responsible to 
the General Manager, Watsonia RSL. 
 

10. To maintain ditches to the required standard at all times including trimming of grass over hanging 
the plinth. 
 

11. To carry out line marking as deemed necessary.  
 

12. Maintain Grass surrounds to ensure the venue is presented to the highest level 
 

13. Maintain the bowls workshop always in a clean and proper state. 
 
Requirements  
Tenderers are to provide the following:  
Copy of insurance certificates required by the Green Keepers contract;  
Any relevant references and experience in performing tasks similar to the scope of works;  
 
Costs 
Tenderers should provide the annual cost (excluding GST) to provide the services. The tenderer 
should also provide an hourly rate (excluding GST) for services provided outside the scope of works. 
 
If you would like to know more about the role contact Peter Russell on 0411 308 688 or email 
bundoorabowling@gmail.com 
 
Written expressions close 14/7/2022 
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